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A Puberty Blues for the digital age, a Lolita with a webcam, just_a_girl is what happens when young girls are 
forced to grow up too fast — or never get the chance to grow up at all.

Layla is only fourteen. She cruises online, she catches trains to meet strangers. As she sits in bed with her 
laptop, her mother Margot sleeps in the next room. But what separates them is more than just a wall. It’s every 
mother’s nightmare. And Margot never suspects, even when Layla brings a man into their home.

Margot’s caught in her own web: an evangelical church and a charismatic pastor. Using podcasts and tweets, 
Pastor Bevan preaches to the faithful, reeling them into his tangled conceits.

just_a_girl explores the idea of being disconnected in a ‘connected’ world, and what it’s like to grow up 
negotiating the digital world of social networking, webcams, internet porn, mobile phones and cyberbullying 
— a world where the line between public and private is increasingly eroded.

‘Kirsten Krauth’s writing startles: it’s so daringly innovative, it makes other writing seem exhausted’  
— Sue Woolfe, author of The Oldest Song in the World

‘just_a_girl is gritty, wise and frequently funny. An edgy exploration of contemporary adolescence  
and a perceptive examination of the complexities of mid-life, it’s a novel you’ll remember long  

after you read the final pages’ — Wendy James, author of The Mistake
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